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WHAT IS Royall Coin?
To further expand on building a city that will deal with Royall Coin. It will include
developing payment systems, setting up exchanges, and creating merchant partnerships
that accept cryptocurrency as payment.

Collaborating with local businesses and individuals will also build a strong community
around the coin and increase its adoption. Here we will educate you on the benefits and
potential risks associated with using cryptocurrency.

Our team has been committed to finding and investing in huge potential growth projects
for years. Success made people around us ask to invest their funds on their behalf. We
needed a clear and simple way to onboard and offboard, invest, and take a profit. 

This is when we came down to the idea of Royall Coin which would cover multiple
investments at the same time. It would be easier for investors to stay invested via one
token instead of creating different wallets and navigating between various crypto chains. 

Royall Coin that spreads investments also improves positioning because increases the
probability to spot the right projects over separate investments. Investment spread also
lowers risks. 

The million dollars question is spotting the right projects and the right timing. Due to our
re-investment design, we increase the chance for both.
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Royall Coin futures 
Royall Coins will be used to purchase a wide variety of goods and services, including cars,
houses, flight tickets, car rentals, hotels, and yachts. However, the ability to use Royall Coin
transactions would depend on a number of factors, including the level of adoption and
acceptance of the Royall Coin, the availability of merchants and service providers who
accept the Royall Coin, and the regulatory and legal environment in which the Royall Coin
operates.

Royall Coin will be widely accepted as a means of payment, it will overcome significant
challenges related to scalability, security, and user experience. Royall Coin is a relatively
new and evolving technology, and there is a significant amount of work that will be done
to make Royall Coin more user-friendly, accessible, and secure.

Overall, Royall Coin it will be possible to use Royall Coin to purchase a wide range of goods
and services.

60m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Liquidity
50m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Burning
20m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Project Development
10m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Marketing
10m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Team

Total Supply: 150m
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Royall Coin Partnership's
Partnering with travel agencies, yacht manufacturers, and construction companies is
potentially a good way and it will increase the adoption and acceptance of  Royall Coin for
purchasing goods and services. However, we are building strong relationships with these
companies and demonstrating the benefits of using Royall Coin as a means of payment.

For travel agencies, partnering with Royall Coin will offer a number of benefits, including
faster and more secure transactions, lower fees, and the ability to tap into a global
customer base of cryptocurrency holders. Yacht manufacturers will also benefit from
partnering with Royall Coin by expanding their customer base to include Royall Coin
holders, who are interested in purchasing luxury goods and services using their digital
assets.

Partnering with construction companies that build houses and buildings will be an
interesting opportunity for Royall Coin. Real estate transactions are complex and
expensive, but using our coin will become potentially streamline the process and reduce
costs. In addition, using Royall Coin for real estate transactions will enable new types of
financing and investment opportunities, such as crowdfunding and fractional ownership.



Royall Coin and real estate is a potentially powerful combination.
Royall Coin offers several advantages over traditional payment
methods, such as faster transaction times, lower fees, and increased
security. These advantages are particularly valuable in the real estate
industry, which is often characterized by complex transactions and
high fees.

One of the main advantages of using Royall Coin for real estate
transactions is the ability to reduce the need for intermediaries, such
as banks and lawyers. Royall Coin enables direct peer-to-peer
transactions, which can reduce the time and cost involved in buying
or selling real estate. In addition, Royall Coin has potentially enabled
new types of financing and investment opportunities, such as
crowdfunding and fractional ownership.

Royall Coin and Real Estate 

Royall Community, as management of the Royall Coin, is conducting marketing research
constantly. Therefore, Royall Coin’s marketing techniques and budget allocation are within
Royall Community, power to allocate funding and appropriate marketing. 

Innovate, Disrupt, Empower, Transition. Our mission reverberates through our messaging,
shifting focus from high churn, costly, and sustainability risks of excessive focus on short-
term marketing to implementing a new infrastructure of skills, data, and technology in an
emerging best practices model for effective engagement, turning our user’s success &
active participation into our megaphone. 

To implement and achieve these goals, we are developing several models and
implementations, including. A real sense of community throughout the entire ecosystem
of Royall Coin, and applicable actual use cases for this ecosystem are pivotal. Education &
Mechanisms to make entry into the ecosystem and the broader crypto world secure, easy,
and financially rewarding. 

MARKETING
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WHY Royall Coin?

With Royall Coin, a systematic risk-mitigated continuous growth platform has
been developed for the community with one mind in thought of the end-users
ability to profit. The system is designed between financial methodologies and
the cryptocurrency world. Royall Community will execute the listed programs,
keep the business in line with relevant laws and regulations, and only charge
low service fees.

Royall Community data will be transparent and open to everyone on the
platform. All acceptance information will be posted on the Royall Community
website. This means that anyone can freely carry out an audit of Royall
Community programs and security.

Royall Coin is designed to foster a community of crypto users. We want to
empower people to participate more in the crypto market and benefit from
it. The goal is to help many communities attain financial freedom through
our platform. 

RISK MITIGATED & SYSTEMATIC GROWTH

AUDITABLE AND TRANSPARENT

COMMUNITY-DRIVEN
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Royall Coin Roadmap

Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3

Website lunch
Instagram,twitter,telegram 10k
Whitepaper
Get listed in Sushiswap
Sponsor one yacht project
Sponsor small construction project
Donating (no need to tell everyone how
much just get reward from god)

Sponsor yacht project for royallcoin with
logo
Sponsor construction projects
Instagram,twitter,telegram 150k
Get listed in coinmarketcap
Construction work and houses for sale
with royallcoin
Yachts for sale with the royallcoin
Hotel and flight tickets with the royallcoin
Heavy marketing
Sport cars for sale with royallcoin
Donating (no need to tell everyone how
much just get reward from god)

Get listed in Binance
Sponsor big yachts projects
Sponsors big construction projects
Instagram,twitter,telegram +500k
Get an island to make it new place for tourist
and make income and the island accept
royallcoin (this island will be our income so
whenever the coin will fall and whales start
to sell we push again with this income and
we be a stable coin!)
Donating (no need to tell everyone how
much just get reward from god)
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